
 

Redpill Linpro's monthly newsletter will bring
you updates on news, events, blogs and more.

  
LATEST NEWS:  

Tele2 - Anypoint Platform/Mule ESB     

Learn how Tele2 got a modern, flexible platform for
integration based on Open Source technology that
can be used to integrate various internal and external

systems to enable the business and operations of Tele2 to respond
quickly to changing market requirements and more efficient internal
integrations with systems required for daily operations.  

Read more about Tele2 and their Anypoint Platform/Mule ESB solution 

Color Line - New integration platform     

With their new solution Color Line are now able to
faster develop new integrations, reuse existing and
respond quicker to market and business
requirements. They have increased business
execution speed and are ready to face new market
challenges and execute business requirements quicker than before.  

Read more about Color Line and their integration platform and
architecture 

Trap Danmark creates a detailed description of
Denmark with Alfresco

From 2016 to 2020, Trap Danmark will
publish 34 richly illustrated volumes and a
book on each of Denmark’s 98
municipalities. Thanks to the chosen
solution, which is based on Alfresco, Trap

Danmark will be able to communicate effectively with the thousands of
writers all over Denmark who are contributing to this amazing project. 

Read more about the solution and why Trap Danmark chose Alfresco 

Docker in production 

Docker Inc. explains Docker as a way to ship an
application using a standardized format, thereby
enabling 'build once, run everywhere'. The analogy
is made with international container transport, where containers with
standard dimensions are transported on boats, trains and trucks alike. 

Read more about Docker     

New IT framework agreement with
Kammarkollegiet  

Last week the National Procurement Services
announced the winning ICT providers for the
framework agreement "Systemutveckling", and we
were one of the chosen ones! 

Read more about the framework agreement with
Kammarkollegiet 

 

  

Events

Redpill Linpro is attending and
hosting various events,
including:

Varnish Summit, Oslo, April 9th

Hybrid Content
Management seminar,
Stockholm, April 15th

Modern web
applications seminar,
Stockholm, April 22nd

Alfresco Collaboration seminar,
Copenhagen, April 23rd

Smarta Intranät, Stockholm,
April 16th

Integrate to Innovate,
Stockholm, April 16th 

Tech Blogs and Social
Media

Read about the latest tech
news and tips & tricks. Check
out our employees' blogs
on: Planet Redpill Linpro  
Our company blogs

Follow us on Twitter:
Redpill Linpro  
Redpill Linpro Training  

Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Google+

 

Training

Redpill Linpro offers, amongst
other, the following training
topics:

Puppet training, more
information and calendar

Mule training, more information
and calendar

And more...
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